
Is your regulatory content complete?

Since 2008, more than 50,000 new rules and 
regulations have engulfed financial services firms. 
And with more than 57,000 regulatory updates annually, 
traditional approaches for tracking regulatory change 
have proved to be risky and costly.

To avoid regulatory breaches and punishing 
enforcement fines, compliance teams must continuously 
capture new, updated and upcoming regulation.

The start-point has to be the completeness and 
accuracy of regulatory content. If its integrity cannot be 
trusted, your downstream analysis is built upon a flawed 
foundation and your business is at risk. 

Could you state with conviction to a Regulator or 
your own Internal Audit team that your regulatory 
content is fully reliable?

CUBE Digital Regulation Platform 
(DRP)

CUBE DRP is the world’s richest, single golden source 
of global financial services regulatory intelligence.

Driven by Artificial Intelligence (AI), CUBE DRP replaces 
manual regulatory change management processes with 
smart automation. 

And although fully-automated tracking and capture of 
complete and accurate regulatory data is essential, it is 
just the beginning. CUBE goes much further.

Learn how we automatically track, enrich, connect and 
evaluate regulatory data to enable end-to-end 
regulatory change management at cube.global/platform.

What makes horizon scanning so 
challenging today?

1. People-centric regulatory data capture

Every day, millions of talented, highly-paid compliance 
professionals spend much of their time manually 
searching the Internet for current and upcoming 
financial services regulation that is relevant to their 
business. They still record regulatory data in complex 
spreadsheets that lack consistency and hinder onward 
analysis. 

The entire process is slow, massively expensive, 
subjective, error-prone and illogical, whether it is 
managed in-house or outsourced to specialist legal 
firms and consultancies.

In addition to being a drain on time and cost, manual 
processes prevent highly-skilled regulatory experts 
from focusing on proactive work that brings greater 
value to the firm – including policy and controls 
remediation, distribution and attestation.

2. Regulatory data feeds that lack depth 
and breadth

Although there is no shortage of automated regulatory 
data feed providers, few provide the scope of regulatory 
data required by large financial institutions operating 
across multiple jurisdictions. 

Regulatory data coverage is often limited to a subset 
of regulation based on specific jurisdictions, regulatory 
bodies or regulatory topics. Many automated data 
feeds are restricted to current, not upcoming regulation. 
And even those offering less patchy financial services 
coverage simply serve up a mass of regulatory data with 
no value-added enrichment or downstream regulatory 
gap analysis.

Tracking and capturing 
global regulation

CUBE DRP - Step 1



SIMPLY TELL US YOUR REGULATORY 
CONTENT REQUIREMENTS AND 

CUBE DRP CAN AUTOMATICALLY 
DELIVER ALL RELEVANT DATA

For a deeper dive 
visit www.cube.global 

or email connect@cube.global

Track and capture regulatory 
content with CUBE

Driven by Artificial Intelligence (AI), Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) and Robotic Process Automation 
(RPA), CUBE delivers exceptional automation of the 
entire regulatory change management lifecycle.

Key features: regulatory data capture

• Continuous horizon scanning: a 24/7 regulatory radar  
 that quickly identifies new, updated and upcoming  
 regulation, with no reliance on manual pick-up of 
 ad hoc announcements

• Fully-automated, real-time capture of regulatory  
 content into a single feed, by web-crawling spiders

• Complete and accurate regulatory content  
 capture from a multitude of sources, regardless of  
 format: including regulations, rules, enforcements,  
 announcements, trend data, consultation papers,  
 speeches and more, from regulators, governments  
 and other related agencies

• Regulatory content is automatically translated,  
 transposed to XML and then validated for accuracy  
 and quality, whatever the source format

• Continuous monitoring of all sources, to capture  
 regulatory change as it happens

• Rules-based workflows automatically route insights,  
 including the source link and an analysis of the likely  
 impact, direct to responsible business owners

• Fully-automated capture of the complete set of  
 regulations applying to financial services business, 
 for example, data privacy, AML, cybersecurity,  
 information governance, technology risk, and more
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Simplify the Regulatory Change Management Process with CUBE DRP

Track ConnectEnrich Evaluate
Continuously capture all 
global financial services 

regulation

Automatically map regulatory 
intelligence to your own 

policies and controls

Transform regulatory 
content into regulatory 

intelligence

Assess regulatory impact 
quickly, for rapid remediation 

of policies and controls

Why choose CUBE?

• Vast time and cost savings through automation. 
 Spend more time on high-value work by eliminating  
 repetitive manual processes

• Continuous monitoring of global regulatory 
 data sources, 365/24/7

• Scalable compliance accommodating exponential  
 growth in information, regulations and business  
 operations

• Avoidance of enforcement fines resulting from  
 incomplete or inaccurate regulatory intelligence

• Defensible audit trail enabling you to prove that you  
 have sight of the entire financial services regulatory  
 universe, as it relates to your business

• Lightweight, versatile infrastructure (SaaS) that  
 deploys quickly, scales easily and requires no 
 internal IT overheads or maintenance

• Seamless integration with pre-existing systems 
 and processes, via CUBE’s Open API connectors


